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Executive Summary
• DILIsym is a mechanistic, mathematical model that has been constructed to support 

pharmaceutical risk assessment and decision making
– Intersection of compound distribution and metabolism (PBPK), hepatotoxicity mechanisms, 

and patient variability

• DILIsym has been applied to support decisions related to compound DILI risk 
throughout the clinical development pipeline and included in regulatory submissions

• This Quantitative Systems Toxicology work supported a broader scientific weight-of-
evidence assessment of the carcinogenicity hazard potential of acetaminophen
– The results support that acetaminophen is not a carcinogenicity hazard to human health 

under any conditions

– The FDA agreed, in writing
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• Overview of the DILIsym Software

• DILIsym Application: Acetaminophen Risk 

Assessment

• General Application Take-aways or Observations

• Questions

Presentation Outline
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DILIsym Services QST and QSP Models

• Predicts drug-induced liver 

disease

• v8A released Q1 2019

• Includes mechanistic 

representation of normal 

hepatic biochemistry

• Evaluated >80 compounds 

with 40+ companies

So how can DILIsym help my 
organization?

• Predict DILI liabilities beforehand and 
save $$$

• Choose the lead candidate most likely to 
succeed from a DILI standpoint

• Communicate with regulators on safety 
issues with information they have 
requested from others numerous times 
and from a platform they license (FDA)

• Keep patients safer….
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QST Predicts Tox via the Intersection 

Between Exposure, Mechanisms, and 

Inter-Patient Variability
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The DILI-sim Initiative is a Partnership 
Between DILIsym Services and Pharmaceutical 

Companies to Minimize DILI
• Overall Goals

– Improve patient safety

– Reduce the need for animal testing

– Reduce the costs and time necessary to 
develop new drugs

• History
– Officially started in 2011

– 20 major pharmaceutical companies 
have participated 

– Members have provided compounds, 
data, and conducted experiments to 
support effort

– Over $10 million total invested in project

• At least 29 cases of use for regulatory 
purposes

• Over 30 publications

Select Sample of Current 
Companies Licensing DILIsym

Scientific Advisory Board

For a comprehensive review of progress, see 
Watkins 2019: Clin Transl Sci
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Top DILIsym Related Content from 2020
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DILIsym Software 

Overview
• Multiple species: 

human, rat, mouse, 

and dog

- Population variability

• The three primary 

acinar zones of liver 

represented

• Essential cellular 

processes 

represented to 

multiple scales in 

interacting sub-

models

• Over 80 detailed 
representations of 
optimization or 
validation compounds 
with ~80% success

• Single and combination 
drug therapies

eDISH
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• Completely new software platform!

– Much faster and more user friendly

– Command line and GUI options

– No reliance on MATLAB runtime or base MATLAB

– Server/cloud computing capability coming soon…..

• 4 NEW exemplar Compounds included with varying clinical 

presentations

– PF-04895162 (Generaux 2019)

– Efavirenz

– Anastrozole

– Tamoxifen

• 2 New SimCohorts that include variability in susceptibility to 

liver injury and biomarker-related parameters (ALT and bilirubin)

Highlights of DILIsym Version X (DSX)
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DILIsym Utilizes Various Data 

Types to Inform Decisions

• Dosing Protocols, fasting/fed state, meal times

• Anthropometric data

- Body weight, age, ethnicity

• Pharmacokinetic data

- Absorption, extra-hepatic clearance, 

metabolites

PBPK Modeling

• Compound Properties
- Tissue partition coefficients

• Tissue penetration studies
- Liver to blood ratio

• Pharmacokinetic data
- Absorption, extra-hepatic clearance, 

metabolites

• in vitro data
- Metabolite synthesis, active uptake

Modeling & 
Simulation

In vitro Mechanistic DILI Data

Clinical Data

Assays performed to determine quantitative 

aspects of DILI mechanisms

• Oxidative stress
- Direct and reactive metabolite-mediated

• Mitochondrial toxicity 
- ETC inhibition

- Uncoupling

• Bile acid / phospholipid transporter inhibition
- BSEP, MRP3 and 4, NTCP, (MDR3)

• Bilirubin transport/metabolism
- OATP1B1, OATP1B3, UGT1A1, MRP2, 

MRP3

Exposure Data

Simulations and Assays inform:

• Prediction of DILI risk

• Participating DILI mechanisms

• Characteristics of patients at 

risk for DILI

• Drug dosing paradigms

• DILI monitoring strategies
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• Overview of the DILIsym Software

• DILIsym Application: Acetaminophen Risk 

Assessment

• General Application Take-aways or Observations

• Questions

Presentation Outline
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• Mechanism exploration
• Rank candidates for DILI 

potential
• Extrapolation from

animal and in vitro
findings to humans

• Dose optimization (risk versus presumed 
benefit)

• Infer magnitude of injury based on 
measured biomarkers

• Extrapolation from healthy volunteers to 
patient groups

• Guide incorporation of emerging 
biomarker measurements in clinical trials

• Analysis of mechanisms underlying 
observed liver signals

• Inform choice and timing 
of biomarker
measurement

• Aid identification of risk
factors leading to 
personalized medicine 
approaches

• Analysis of mechanisms 
underlying observed liver 
signals

Applications of DILIsym Along 

the Drug Development Pipeline
Predictions of hepatotoxicity for humans and preclinical animal models

• Analysis of mechanisms 
underlying observed liver 
signals
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Acetaminophen (Paracetamol) Under 
CA OEHHA Review for Carcinogenicity

• Acetaminophen has a long history of safe use at 
therapeutic doses, but can cause liver injury at 
very high doses 

• The CA OEHHA recently called for a scientific 
review of the carcinogenicity hazard potential 
of acetaminophen

• This QST work supported this review as part of 
a broader scientific weight-of-evidence 
assessment

• Publication followed submission
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DILIsym Validation Submitted: Fit for Purpose Focus
• DILIsym was applied to model 

acetaminophen drug exposure, 
metabolism and mechanisms 
of cell death

• The model was qualified using 
clinical and experimental data

• Validation of the model was 
focused on the compound and 
processes of interest

DILIsym Mechanism-Based Model

Summary of Experimental data that 
have been used to develop and 

validate the DILIsym simulations

Mice Treated with Acetaminophen 
at a Hepatotoxic Dose of 300 mg/kg i.p. [4]

Pre-clinical and Clinical 

Data, Simulation Results

HUMANSMICE

Plasma ALT

Human liver regeneration
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Kinetics of APAP Examined: Clear Delineation 
Between Therapeutic and Overdose Case  

• GSH stores are adequate in 
avg. person at therapeutic 
dose levels, but clearly 
depleted with 20g+

• Clear inflection point where 
GSH (green) goes down and 
ROS ( ) goes up

• Sharp transition from safe 
to mitochondrial damage 
suggests lack of sustained 
DNA damage zone

Summary of Experimental data that 
have been used to develop and 

validate the DILIsym simulations

Simulation Results

Plasma ALT

Human liver regeneration

HUMANS
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Dose-Response of APAP Examined: Clear Delineation 
Between Therapeutic and Overdose Case  

• As single dose level increases, 
GSH nadir drops sharply

• Clear inflection point where GSH 
(green) goes down and ROS 
( ) goes up at around 10g 
single dose in average person

• Dose-response suggests that 
perhaps APAP has a built-in 
mechanism against 
carcinogenicity (self-destruction)

Summary of Experimental data that 
have been used to develop and 

validate the DILIsym simulations

Simulation Results

Plasma ALT

Human liver regeneration

HUMANS
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Acetaminophen Single Dose Escalation 
(Population Range – Normalized)

Population Level Analysis of APAP Liver Effects 
Confirms Sharp Transition to Cell Death

• A full simulated population with 
variability avoids significant liver 
cell stress at 4 g per day

• The threshold for reaching cell 
death is different across 
individuals at 12 g per day, but 
the inflection point is preserved 
(shifted left or right)

• Simulations including 
population variability support 
that across a wide array of 
patient backgrounds, 
acetaminophen exposure only 
results in significant oxidative 
stress or DNA effects under 
conditions that cause cell death

Simulation Results

HUMANS
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QST Modeling of Acetaminophen Cellular 
Pathways for Liver Toxicity: Conclusions

• Simulations results support that:

 At therapeutic acetaminophen doses,
cellular GSH deactivates the NAPQI
metabolite and there is sufficient buffering
capacity to prevent any meaningful protein
adduct formation or oxidative stress

 Following overdose of acetaminophen, cell
death occurs before any adverse
conditions occur (e.g. oxidative stress or
DNA damage) that could result in
carcinogenicity

• These results support that acetaminophen is
not a carcinogenicity hazard to human health

FDA 
Agrees!
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Important General 
Take-aways from This Application

• Fit-for-purpose validation is very effective and easier to defend

• Integrated, global responses that include modeling results and data 
alongside one another are more convincing

• Publication of results in parallel with submission to regulators can provide 
credibility

• M&S tools can be used in a myriad of ways, some of which are outside of 
the typical main-stream intent or purpose
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